The Tanner Foundation Awards $10K to The Mind Research Network

(ALBUQUERQUE)—The Clark L. Tanner Foundation this week presented The Mind Research Network (MRN) with a gift of $10,000.

The contribution will help advance MRN progress in finding earlier and more accurate ways to diagnose schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and other brain diseases. The Tanner Foundation is based in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The organization supports research institutions like MRN that are working to bring more targeted and personalized treatment to individuals facing mental illness.

“We are grateful for the support and confidence the Tanner Foundation demonstrates each year with a gift to MRN,” said Dr. John Rasure, CEO and President of The Mind Research Network. “The Tanner Foundation is our valued partner in our goal of bringing better outcomes to our family and friends struggling with brain disease.”

The Mind Research Network is one of the nation’s leading neurodiagnostics facilities headquartered in Albuquerque. MRN houses state-of-the art neuroimaging systems, a genetics lab, and informatics technology that qualify MRN as a leader in the discovery of innovative diagnostic and treatment tools for mental illness, addiction, autism, epilepsy, brain injury and the early development of the human brain.

Learn more about the discovery of the scientists at MRN at www.mrn.org. For more information you can also contact MRN Communications Director Lisa Breeden at lbreeden@mrn.org or (505) 681-7110.
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